
 

 

 

 

F-1 VISA 
 

There exists a serious educational issue for small rural schools in New York State.  Currently, many such 
schools face the prospect of closing due to declining enrollment and insufficient state aid.  The resulting 
impact on their communities would be devastating, given the vital nature of these schools as leading 
employers, as well as community, cultural and emergency centers.   Just as importantly, many of these 
schools have no viable options for educating their children should their schools close.  Geography makes 
transportation to surrounding districts too burdensome on small children. 
 
One exciting way to keep these essential small schools in operation is to allow international students to 
spend their secondary education as students at these schools.  There is an abundance of international 
students willing to pay tuition, which avoids any cost to local or state taxpayers.  The cultural advantages to 
New York State students are significant as well.  One prime example of this issue is the Newcomb Central 
School District in the Adirondacks.  Newcomb Central has had a rich experience of hosting multiple 
international students and providing a vibrant cross section of cultural and educational experiences for 
both local and visiting students.  Not only are there obvious cultural and educational advantages to 
exposing rural students to international customs and languages, there is a distinct financial advantage as 
well.  Moreover, the opportunity to create a bridge between rural high schools and our colleges and 
universities in hosting international students would strengthen both institutions, as well as foster greater 
cultural awareness in our population. 
 
Canada currently subsidizes their rural public educational system by the tuition paid by international 
students.  Unfortunately, here in the United States, there is a serious impediment to reaching this 
program’s full potential.  Despite the fact that international students attending private and parochial 
schools in the U.S. may stay for all four years, those attending public schools may only stay for one year.  
While the issue has sadly been couched in immigration terms, it is in reality an important educational issue.  
These students need the ability to obtain an F-1 Visa to stay and study in the United States. 
 
 
Congress should support U.S. Senator Charles Schumer’s Strengthening America’s Public Schools 
through Promoting Foreign Investment Act (S.823) and any other legislation which supports 
granting international students the ability to study in the United States under an F-1 Visa for the 
entirety of their high school education. 
 
 
Included in your folder is a letter from Congressman William L. Owens (D-23-NY) to U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security Secretary Janet Napolitano addressing the F-1 Visa program.  This issue is of particular importance to his 
constituency in Newcomb, New York because without the revenue that could be realized from students enrolled with an F-1 
Visa, rural schools in his district face the threat of closure due to decreased enrollment and an inability to cover operational 
costs.  Also included is an article about the successes of the Newcomb school district in their effort to utilize the F-1 Visa 
program.  NYSSBA spear headed the effort to lobby the New York State Legislature to support the ability of a school 
district to accept international students on a tuition basis.  This issue will once again be a priority in the current legislative 
session. 


